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THE LEAN OFFICE: How to Use Just-in-
Time Techniques to Streamline Your
Office

2014-05-14

the lean office this book will enable you to transform
your culture and enhance your bottom line by
implementing lean management concepts it s applicable
to all types of offices large and small from fortune
500 companies thru to government agencies and to small
businesses by implementing the key principles described
in this book you will improve your triple bottom line
of lowering costs improved production and improved
safety what is lean a lean culture empowers your
employees removes unnecessary waste and focuses on the
customer lean is a way of delivering what your customer
needs or wants at the lowest cost and in a timely and
efficient manner lean is not something that sits apart
on a shelf away from your other business processes and
is only used when needed in contrast it is your
organizations way of life it should be embedded across
all of your processes it s a way of looking at your
business processes through an improvement lens and
eliminating waste to ensure the customer is getting the
most value this ensures the customer gets what they ask
for when they need it at the lowest cost lean is
focused on delivering customer expectations lean can be
applied to virtually every known process whether it be
manufacturing safety health care or even personal
development and personal relationships contents the
lean office what is lean why lean customers value
eliminating waste the lean office information waste
redundant input of data redundant output of data
incompatible information systems manual checking of
data that has been entered electronically data that is
never used re entering of data re working of data
converting data formats unnecessary data unavailable or
missing data unknown or unclear data incorrect data or
data discrepancies lost data or unsecure data process
waste defects scrap and rework workarounds unnecessary
approvals variability in flow or waiting excess



inventory overproduction over processing physical
environment travelling to another office location for a
meeting hot desking self service kiosks open plan
offices people waste unclear roles responsibility
authority accountability performance management not
having multi skilled people insufficient training
multitasking underutilized talent incorrect
organizational structure causing blockages in flow
recruitment errors lack of strategic alignment handoffs
to co workers flow batch flow single item flow or lean
flow the pull system lean leadership people are your
greatest asset quality continuous improvement value
stream mapping implementing lean through values safety
family humility empowerment diversity frugality
engagement encouragement reward enthusiasm courage
integrity determination generating ideas stretch
targets culture survey corrective actions standards the
triple vision the new triple bottom line focus on the
things we can control the global cost curves business
drivers lean focus measurement for success visibility
lean flex lean tools the war room lean boards and lean
meetings the art of kaizen pdca the kaizen blitz
elimination of waste muda lean checklists 5s human
factors poka yoke the 5 gemba principles the 5 why s
technique quality circles action meetings ishikawa
diagrams idea generation a3 problem solving metrics
lean boards pareto charts histograms taxonomies
benchmarking case study spacex and tesla how to make
lean successful

The Lean Office

2017-12-18

the lean office collected practices and cases is a
compilation of articles previously published in the
productivity press newsletter lean manufacturing
advisor these articles discuss lean implementations in
non manufacturing operations from design to processing
invoices to customer service most articles are written
in the form of case studies highlights include
practical in depth description of lean implementation
written in a conversational easy to read style a large



quantity of case studies unavailable from any other
single source responds to your desire for real world
lean office information

The Lean Office

2005-01-31

the lean office collected practices and cases is a
compilation of articles previously published in the
productivity press newsletter lean manufacturing
advisor these articles discuss lean implementations in
non manufacturing operations from design to processing
invoices to customer service most articles are written
in the form of case studies highlights include
practical in depth description of lean implementation
written in a conversational easy to read style a large
quantity of case studies unavailable from any other
single source responds to your desire for real world
lean office information

The Lean Office Pocket Guide XL

2006

bring lean improvements to the administrative areas of
your organization extending their eight step process to
the realization of a lean office tapping and shuker use
a customer service case studyto illustrate the
effectiveness of the value stream storyboard this
popular volume provides organizations with a proven
system for implementing lean principles in the office
in addition to providing a thorough overview of basic
lean concepts this book details methods for identifying
the administrative activities in need of attention to
address these it applies the eight step process for
removing waste and reorganizing workflow accompanying
the book are downloadable resources containing a lean
assessment tool a storyboard template charts a team
charter and worksheets along with this book you receive
downloadable resources containing a lean assessment
tool a storyboard template useful charts a team charter
forms reports and worksheets



The Lean Office

2005

while more and more companies are aggressively pursuing
operational excellence by employing six sigma lean and
other continuous improvement methods the concept has
yet to be defined in a way that can be easily taught
and applied especially in industries other than
manufacturing this book fills that need beyond the lean
office uses a compelling novel format to illustrate
what it takes to create and sustain flow and
operational excellence in the office readers learn as
they follow the main character through initial attempts
to correct late responses to a primary customer and the
evolution to an approach based on operational
excellence the story illustrates the day to day issues
that most organizations face in their pursuit of
operational excellence to achieve operational
excellence it takes more than just a strong leader with
passion and drive the key ingredient is practical
knowledge that can be applied quickly and easily by
following a process this book supplies step by step
guidance on how to move your office services from point
a to point b the practical insights and guidance
presented here create a road map that can be shared
with each employee to rapidly move your organization
forward all chapters also include a from the author
section that shares authoritative insights on the topic
at hand after reading this book you will understand how
to design and create self healing flow that provides
reliable predictable output in the office and operates
without the need for management intervention to deliver
the services provided by the office instead management
focuses on the activities that grow your enterprise

Value Stream Management for the Lean
Office

2003

this book introduces the challenges to apply current



methodologies to create a lean office it describes the
system enhancement options that lean practitioner can
employ in automating the newly created lean processes
and explains each of the seven steps necessary for
creating a lean office

The Lean Office

1997

winner of a 2012 shingo research and professional
publication awarddemystifying the application of lean
methods lean office and service simplified the
definitive how to guide goes beyond the basic tools to
detail the key concepts of lean as they apply to office
and service environments it begins by discussing value
stream management followed by

Value Stream Management for the Lean
Office

2018-02-19

agile and lean office are so deeply interwoven that if
you are doing agile you are doing lean and vice versa
those considering process change will likely find the
description of the interrelatedness interesting and
enlightening the question should i use lean office
instead of agile office is based on a false premise
because office environments are complex systems there
can be thousands of integration points as information
flows along a value stream as a result it is almost
impossible to understand in detail how a change to one
part of a value stream will impact the rest of the
system wide value streams of the organization the agile
and lean office approach use a program of continuous
performance improvement this approach does not try to
accomplish too much at once and risk complete failure
but to make an incremental change to a value stream
wait for the system to settle down fully understand the
system wide impact of the changes and then decide what
new change to make



Beyond the Lean Office

2017-09-29

lean organization for excellence describes the right
way to implement lean thinking inside both
manufacturing and service industries after explaining
the origins of the concept and discussing wastes and
value added the book aims to set out a precise path of
action to this end the so called hoshin kanri method of
defining business objectives and targets is explained
and a value stream mapping tool that serves to identify
all wastes is described subsequent chapters cover each
of the tps toyota production system tools from 5s to
smed and special attention is devoted to the ducati
case study in which tools such as 5s and kanban are
applied lean metrics and the innovative value stream
accounting are discussed and the closing chapter
focuses on lean office for the service industry each
chapter includes illustrations and tables relating to
practical cases concerning the subject under
consideration based on real consultancy experiences

Creating the Ultimate Lean Office

2019-09-12

are you losing money due to wasted effort and low
productivity of your knowledge workers is your office
inefficiency leading to low worker morale and high
workforce turnover are you losing customers or
irritated due to disorganized office practices applying
lean principles to your office operations can solve
these problems and create efficient knowledge workers
that are a real competitive advantage given the success
that lean manufacturing has shown in cleaning up
production processes why not achieve a lean enterprise
by driving lean office practices into the front office
where inefficient procedures paperwork and bureaucracy
in one area can stall the leanest efforts of other
operations lean is not about cutting staff and
resources instead it is about focusing people s efforts
creating value for the customer and eliminating waste



speeding up the operation by eliminating idle time
created by paperwork and bureaucracy

Lean Office and Service Simplified

2017-07-27

this book goes beyond searching for muda by gemba walk
the aim is to industrialize the office environment in
view of the new digitalization challenge by applying
the same principles of lean industry whereas the basic
process theory remains valid the lean tools have to be
adapted and transposed to the office characteristics
where not machines but employees are at the center of
the transactions here a new already successfully
applied integrated industry derived and systematic
approach is presented it will not only boost office
effectiveness and productivity as well as shortening
lead time of office routines far beyond simple muda
elimination but it will also prepare the processes in
view of the upcoming digitalization era

The Lean Office Pocket Handbook

2005

struggling to apply lean effectively in your office
environment office lean is a book for anyone who wants
to apply lean better in contexts where the work is both
intangible and complex it explains in simple terms what
lean is and what lean isn t enabling office
professionals to understand how it can be successfully
applied to their complex office based work environments
contrary to popular opinion lean is not only for mass
manufacturing or healthcare it applies just as much to
the digital world of knowledge work industries such as
banking and financial services software development and
government but the fundamental concepts straight from
the factory floor need a fair amount of translation to
be effectively applied in cube farms overturning the
common perception that lean is about imposing rigid
rules or simply eliminating waste in the name of
efficiency eakin presents lean as a dynamic flexible



people centric philosophy that delivers outstanding
business results by improving employee engagement and
customer experience office lean helps lean
practitioners leaders managers and coaches consultants
working in professional office environments access the
amazing transformative results lean can bring to their
specific domains it combines clear explanations of the
core concepts of the lean philosophy with relevant
practical examples from the fields of accounting
finance insurance it and government

Agile and Lean Office

2012-08-14

lean office demystified ii is simple to understand and
provides easy to do steps explaining how lean can be
applied in various administrative settings the tools of
takt time pitch leveling standard work mistake proofing
value stream mapping etc are all explained with
examples that anyone can relate to the book provides
three main steps into applying lean in any type office
environment this new version also reveals the secrets
on how lean can be leveraged with ms office and other
applications to move information where it is needed
when it is needed in error free ways never dreamed of
at the speed of sight learn how ms excel word access
grove and visio as well as act windows explorer and
google docs can be used in applying lean tools and
concepts this is all conveyed through the global winds
case study that is included at the end of each chapter
this easy to use book includes everything you need for
success readiness guides worksheets forms screen shots
application examples etc lean office demystified ii
goes beyond theory to explain how all this works in the
actual business case study of global winds lean office
demystified ii will boost office performance reduce
costs and increase customer satisfaction while at the
same time create stress free work place bonus the
appendix now contains step by step instructions on how
to 1 create a value stream map in visio 2 use pivot
tables to help identify a value stream 3 use excel to
create an employee balance chart



Lean Organization: from the Tools of
the Toyota Production System to Lean
Office

2012-08-04

o lean office emergiu como resultante do lean
manufacturing empregado na fábrica com o objetivo de
conter dissipações nos processos emergiu como uma
arquitetura que potencializava a manufatura entorno das
indústrias de carros japonesas pós segunda guerra e
atualmente é utilizado por grandes empresas

Lean Office

2012-07-03

while more and more companies are aggressively pursuing
operational excellence by employing six sigma lean and
other continuous improvement methods the concept has
yet to be defined in a way that can be easily taught
and applied especially in industries other than
manufacturing this book fills that need beyond the lean
office uses a compelling novel format to illustrate
what it takes to create and sustain flow and
operational excellence in the office readers learn as
they follow the main character through initial attempts
to correct late responses to a primary customer and the
evolution to an approach based on operational
excellence the story illustrates the day to day issues
that most organizations face in their pursuit of
operational excellence to achieve operational
excellence it takes more than just a strong leader with
passion and drive the key ingredient is practical
knowledge that can be applied quickly and easily by
following a process this book supplies step by step
guidance on how to move your office services from point
a to point b the practical insights and guidance
presented here create a road map that can be shared
with each employee to rapidly move your organization
forward all chapters also include a from the author
section that shares authoritative insights on the topic



at hand after reading this book you will understand how
to design and create self healing flow that provides
reliable predictable output in the office and operates
without the need for management intervention to deliver
the services provided by the office instead management
focuses on the activities that grow your enterprise

Transactional Lean: Preparing for the
Digitalization Era

2019-06-18

application of lean principles to office processes is
now established as an improvement method however it is
tempting to take the approach that has been successful
in the factory and apply it to the office without
considering the nuances of this different setting this
book provides solutions to challenges such as lack
alignment of strategy understanding customer value as
it applies to office processes recognising personal
benefit to gain engage staff the difference between
office and factory culture the different nature of work
in the office historical absence of process improvement
initiatives the author has drawn on over 20 years of
lean experience to adapt the methodology into 8 steps
tailored to business processes these apply to all the
classic office areas across a variety of business
sectors and focus on establishing and achieving
customer value by optimising flow and quality this book
will guide you through each step with many practical
examples and ideas for breakout sessions

Office Lean

2019-09-26

for many years lean initiatives have generated
staggering improvements on the shop floor currently
however many managers and business leaders want these
lean benefits incorporated into non traditional
environments such as service and transactions this
bookshows you how to efficiently translate and



transition lean manufacturing principles into the
office in flow in the office carlos venegas confirms
that the competitive advantage will go to those who
manage information and knowledge most effectively and
efficiently it is not enough to be a lean manufacturer
you need to be a lean business and that includes your
back office your front office and your corner office
the author translates the language of lean
manufacturing into the language of lean office flow
bringing bits bytes and conversations into the concrete
world of process improvement

Lean Office Demystified II

2010-03

ame s target magazine has a well established reputation
for detailed case studies of companies adopting lean
strategies these case studies are now available in a
well organized enterprise excellence series to tap the
ongoing desire for information about what other
companies are doing to implement lean to satisfy the
growing interest in applying lean to non manufacturing
operations this first volume of the series covers the
implementation of lean to administrative and office
applications highlights include practical in depth
description of lean office implementations most of
which have not been described in other publications
responds to reader desire for real world lean office
information case studies are categorized in three areas
leadership organization and training improving
processes and lean in healthcare making it easy to
track down the type of information desired

Lean Office Demystified

2006

lean office desmitifica la aplicación de los métodos
lean y va más allá de las herramientas básicas para
entrar en el detalle de los conceptos clave de la
metodología lean cuando se aplican en los entornos
administrativos y de servicios este libro cubre las



herramientas lean esenciales y desglosa los conceptos
lean en sus componentes elementales los describe en un
contexto que va más allá de la producción industrial y
ofrece a los lectores metodologías concretas y
prácticas contiene ejemplos que explican las funciones
que se encuentran en la mayoría de las organizaciones
de servicios así como las áreas administrativas de las
compañías industriales

Lean Office

2019

the highly effective office covers the transformation
journey required to change the culture in the workplace
from processes that suffer from functional separation
and silo ed departments to efficient and integrated
systems most office processes have evolved into
separate and autonomous stand alone functions that are
sub optimized the result is added wastes in the
processes and the customers are often the first to
notice the wastes parallel the manufacturing floor
wastes and deserve the same attention for
identification and removal yet the culture of the
office is predisposed to work by a separation of duties
roles and responsibilities are not aligned around
processes the same type of dramatic transformations
that were enabled on the concrete factory floor are
needed in carpeted offices this book describes methods
to transform the value streams in the office and
administrative areas of organizations and it outlines
why lean works just as well in the office as it does in
manufacturing wastes typically reach 50 of the process
effort and these processes are ripe for improvement
throughout the book waste removal in office processes
are fully illustrated with descriptions of applying
lean tools to achieve flow case studies from the
corporations non profits and higher education
institutions demonstrate how various types of
organizations have reached success by applying lean
principles to their processes lean expert timothy
schipper outlines the structural and leadership changes
that are required to create a transformational journey



for process change and continuous improvement
leadership activities are outlined along with
descriptions of how to assign ownership and
responsibility for the changes inside the organization
various leadership behaviors are explored that support
and help to sustain the effort attention is given to
how to start the journey how to select projects and
launch them with clear goals and objectives and how to
run successful workshops as well as visual tools and
techniques and educational content finally and most
importantly a description of the mature lean culture is
offered to show how to embed process improvement into
the organization

Lean Office - Lean Administration

2017-09-29

operational excellence is achieved when all employees
in your organization can see the flow of value to your
customers and can make adjustments to that flow before
it breaks down operational excellence in your office a
guide to achieving autonomous value stream flow with
lean techniques presents nine time tested guidelines
for designing business process flow that enable
operational excellence in the office each chapter
describes one guideline by using text illustrations and
practical examples to provide a comprehensive
understanding of why creating flow in the office is
essential and how to achieve it accounting for the
reality that most office employees are required to work
on many different projects throughout the day this book
details a step by step methodology for leveraging
traditional value stream flow to establish operational
excellence in an office environment in addition it
describes a more advanced form of flow called self
healing flow in which employees are capable of
identifying and fixing problems with the flow without
requiring management intervention explaining how to
achieve operational excellence and self healing flow
with the nine guidelines the book also introduces new
concepts such as part time continuous flow processing
cells workflow cycles takt capability integration



events pitch in the office and ways to tell whether
your office is on time with this book you will be able
to take the knowledge provided and immediately apply it
by following the step by step checklists included at
the end of each chapter in addition to the lists of
action items for implementing each guideline the book
includes acid tests you can use to determine if you
have implemented each guideline correctly when finished
you will have designed an end to end flow for the
services in your office as well as visual systems to
help employees distinguish normal flow from abnormal
flow so they can fix flow problems on their own before
they negatively impact your customers

Beyond the Lean Office

2022-03-31

although office and administrative activities are
usually 60 percent of the production costs in most
manufacturing organizations these areas often get
excluded during lean initiatives to achieve lean office
activities must fully support shop floor manufacturing
operations to eliminate waste the adoption of 5s
throughout all office and administrative functions is
the first step to increase efficiency in 5s for the
office organizing the workplace to eliminate waste tom
fabrizio and don tapping bring the concepts of the 5s
system effective tools for the elimination of waste on
the shop floor into the office environment the
activities at the heart of 5s for the office organizing
ordering cleaning standardizing and sustaining all of
these are completely logical they are the basic rules
for managing any effective workplace however it is the
systematic method with which the 5s system approaches
these activities that makes it unique this book is a
blueprint for building a lean foundation for your
office readers of this book can immediately apply the
concepts of 5s to their office and administrative
activities resulting in the elimination of waste
reduced production costs and increased profits to
introduce the 5s system and sell its use to executives
as well as workers consider purchasing 5s system an



introduction dvd catalog no pp5934 adhering to the
principle of efficiency that defines this revolutionary
and proven system this video succinctly explains what
is involved who should participate and what it will
take to get started

The Strategic Lean Office

2017-06-29

this book provides an assorted set of reflections
lessons from the trenches of lean service and brings to
fore leadership challenges new tools and the known
unknowns insights that very few know but many in
journey of lean transformation need to know lean has
the ability to address a wide range of problems faced
by service companies such as complexity reduction sales
force productivity enhancement operations risk control
cost leadership combining scale with flexibility
service excellence and improving employee morale and
involvement many of the principles discussed in the
book are based on the author s first hand experience in
lean implementation

Flow in the Office

2019-12-16

lean handbook s intention is to gather into a single
reference the information related to lean tools system
and implementation this book will enhance your
understanding of the lean principles as a whole and
give you a more holistic look at lean this
comprehensive handbook covers all the topics included
in all of our lean books written with contributions
from a team of lean experts with years of experience in
the field it will be indispensible to anyone interested
in implementing and sustaining a lean initiative this
book was written to give a simple explanation of lean
for anyone to understand it is meant for engineers
purchasing agents company clerks newspaper reporters
schoolteachers or anyone else who wants to find out
about lean it is by no means a complete text on lean



but does include an addendum that will point the way to
further lean knowledge for anyone who is interested

Lean Administration

2012

this book gives healthcare leaders a practical guide to
implementing the 4 key components of lean daily
management system 1 ldm boards 2 leadership rounds 3
leader daily disciplines and 4 lean projects although
lean is not new to healthcare effective ldm is just now
taking hold with the best lean healthcare organizations
in the u s and canada leaders are realizing that
sustaining their lean projects over time has proven to
be a challenge without first addressing the
organizations management system model ldm gives leaders
a straightforward approach to do just that as well as
improve their ability to spread and deploy lean to
other areas of the organization and tie back to
strategy

Lean Office Demystified II

2017-02-01

service organizations and offices worldwide are
beginning to realize that only those companies that are
efficient and able to meet the changing needs of
customers will survive the fierce competition of the
marketplace adopting lean puts anyone in a position
more likely to build an intimate relationship with
customers and build a foundation of operational
excellence lean as a philosophy is new to the service
companies and many of them struggle to find the correct
approach for its adoption many declare early victory
after a few successful projects only to realize that
the benefits do not sustain over a period of time this
happens because they do not really know what it takes
for a holistic lean implementation in a service
organization nl lean has the ability to address a wide
range of problems faced by service companies such as
complexity reduction sales force productivity



enhancement operations risk control cost leadership
combining scale with flexibility service excellence and
improving employee morale involvement many of the
principles discussed in the book are based on the
author s first hand experience in lean implementation
being from a practitioner s viewpoint lean for service
organizations and offices is light on theory and heavy
on application exactly what s needed for a holistic and
comprehensive lean transformation read an interview
with the author in the hindu

Lean office

2019-01-15

while there are numerous lean certification programs
most companies have their own certification paths
whereby they bestow expert status upon employees after
they have participated in or led a certain number of
kaizen events arguing that the number of kaizen events
should not determine a person s expert status the lean
practitioner s field book proven practical profitable
and powerful techniques for making lean really work
outlines a true learning path for anyone seeking to
understand essential lean principles the book includes
a plethora of examples drawn from the personal
experiences of its many well respected and award
winning contributors these experts break down lean
concepts to their simplest terms to make everything as
clear as possible for lean practitioners a refresher
for some at times the text provides thought provoking
questions with examples that will stimulate learning
opportunities introducing the lean practitioner concept
the book details the five distinct lean practitioner
levels and includes quizzes and criteria for each level
it highlights the differences between the kaizen event
approach and the lean system level approach as well as
the difference between station balancing and baton zone
this book takes readers on a journey that begins with
an overview of lean principles and culminates with
readers developing professionally through the practice
of self reliance providing you with the tools to
implement lean tools in your organization the book



includes discussions and examples that demonstrate how
to transition from traditional accounting methods to a
lean accounting system the book outlines an integrated
structured approach identified by the acronym basics
baseline analyze suggest solutions implement check and
sustain which is combined with a proven business
strategy to help ensure a successful and sustainable
transformation of your organization

The Highly Effective Office

2014-05-14

Lean Production for the Office:
Common Sense Ideas to Help Your
Office Continuously Improve

2016-02-24

Operational Excellence in Your Office

2006-07-21

5S for the Office

2016-12-19

Building a Lean Service Enterprise

2006

Lean Office 2006

2013-03-20



Lean Handbook

2016-08-05

Lean Daily Management for Healthcare
Field Book

2018-11-12

Lean Office

2009

The New! Lean Office Pocket Guide

2014-05-14

The New! Lean Office Pocket Guide

2015-01-25

Lean for Service Organizations and
Offices

2018-09-03

The Lean Practitioner's Field Book
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